The potential of plant virus vectors for vaccine production.
Plants viruses are versatile vectors that allow the rapid and convenient production of recombinant proteins in plants. Compared with production systems based on transgenic plants, viral vectors are easier to manipulate and recombinant proteins can be produced more quickly and in greater yields. Over the last few years, there has been much interest in the development of plant viruses as vectors for the production of vaccines, either as whole polypeptides or epitopes displayed on the surface of chimeric viral particles. Several viruses have been extensively developed for vaccine production, including tobacco mosaic virus, potato virus X and cowpea mosaic virus. Vaccine candidates have been produced against a range of human and animal diseases, and in many cases have shown immunogenic activity and protection in the face of disease challenge. In this review, we discuss the advantages of plant virus vectors, the development of different viruses as vector systems, and the immunological experiments that have demonstrated the principle of plant virus-derived vaccines.